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Hearing this, Crystal subconsciously clenched her fists, and an unfathomable look
flashed across her eyes.

“I know what to do.”

After coming to Kelly’s studio, Elaine watched them delete Twitter and ate
takeout with them. Then she left the studio.

Although it was still a hot topic on the Internet, the heat has been subsided in
time.

Elaine looked at the time, then hailed a cab on the side of the road and walked in.

Today was the first day of filming The Arrival of the Empress. The director asked
her to go over to the set, which was just what she wanted.

This was the first film she participated in and was also a lost opportunity for her,
so she took it very seriously.

After a while, Elaine arrived at the set. Someone from the crew recognized her at
the scene and led her into the filming area. Then he told her to keep quiet.

Elaine stood behind the others and quietly watched the two most popular male
and female stars act in front of the

camera.

“Cut!”

After a while, the scene was over. The two actors were respectively led by their
assistants to take a rest.

The director TimWaldow, on the other hand, was reviewing the scenes that had
just been shot, trying to find the parts he was not satisfied with. Everyone
seemed to be very busy at the scene.

When Elaine was looking at the props and the layout of the scene, a young
woman walked up to her and said, “Are you Miss Curd? Mr. Waldow asked you to
try on the clothes that Barbie Saffel is wearing and then take a makeup photo
later.”
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“Okay.”

Elaine happily agreed and followed the staff to the crew’s dressing room.

“Miss Curd, you have such good skin. It’s easy to put makeup on you and you’re
very photogenic. It’s a pity you play a supporting role without many scenes.”

In the dressing room, a makeup artist who was putting makeup on Elaine was
complimenting her natural beauty.

Elaine could not hide the smile on her lips. “Thank you for thinking so highly of
me. It’s not easy for me to get this role. I should take everything slowly for the
time being.”

At least she had a role in the film now.

“It’s good for you to have this mentality. Now the entertainment industry is
messed up by a lot of scheming actresses and directors. Even if their acting skills
are not very good, they can still be popular.”

“Yes.”

Elaine responded to her but her thoughts were drifting away.

When she chose to study acting, her father disagreed at first. She secretly
worked part-time to earn some money and took the entrance examination for
the HY Movie Academy. In the end, she was admitted by the school. Because she
couldn’t hide it from her father anymore, she went to tell her father.

Fortunately, her father did not blame her. Instead, he supported her to finish her
study.

Now that she was finally taking the first step towards her dream, would her
father be happy? When he came back from the business trip, she wanted to tell
him that she had broken up with Chris and that he no longer had to worry about
her being bullied after entering the Lakey family.

She knew that her father had a bad impression of Chris at first, but later learned
to accept him because he knew his daughter liked him.

“It’s done. You look so beautiful! Now let’s showMr. Waldow your look.”

The makeup artist’s words brought her back from her senses.

“Okay.”

Elaine slowly stood up and looked at herself in the mirror. She was wearing
maroon Hanfu embroidered with patterns. Her delicate face was worn with



enchanting makeup and her hair was half-coiled. The look was gorgeous but not
tacky, making her stand out from other actresses.

In the original book, the supporting role Barbie Saffel was a smart woman.
Unfortunately, she later turned against the heroine and died under the sword of
the man she loved.

After leaving the dressing room, Elaine was immediately stared at by everyone.
The makeup artist walked beside her with a sense of accomplishment.

“Mr. Waldow, here is Barbie Saffel.”

When they walked behind TimWaldow, he was busy directing. The makeup artist
had no choice but to remind him that Elaine was here.

Tim turned around and glanced at Elaine who was dressed in Hanfu.

“Mr. Waldow.”

Elaine said politely.

Tim came back to his senses and shouted with excitement. “Wow! You look
amazing!”

Seeing TimWaldow’s reaction, the makeup artist was relieved. “Take your time.
I’ll go do something else now.”

After the makeup artist left, Tim’s eyes were still fixed on Elaine. He praised,
“What a beautiful lady. You didn’t disappoint me.”

“Thank you.” Elaine felt a little relieved.

“If you take a makeup photo for the character Barbie Saffel looking like this, you
will be the headline of newspaper.”

Tim took back his look from her and continued to flip through the script.

“Well, although Barbie Saffel didn’t appear many times in the early stages of the
film, I want to arrange all her early scenes to be shot in three days. What do you
think?”

“Fine with me!”

Elaine nodded without hesitation.

“Very good. You now go home and read the script more times. You need to delve
into the character as soon as possible and try to pass with one shot. Your teacher
Leopold said that you were very good, so I believe it was not difficult for you,
right?” Tim asked.



“Of course not! I won’t let you down.”

As the two of them were talking, someone unexpected came to the set with two
assistants.

One of the crew members saw her and greeted her warmly, “Miss Talty. what
brings you here?”

Although this woman was a model, she came to the audition with the president
of the Lakey Group, the investor of the film, a few days ago. Rumor had it that
the two of them were dating, so everyone wanted to flatter her.

“Today is the official filming day for The Arrival of the Empress. Of course, I want
to come over and take a look. Although I can’t work with you, I want to bring
something to comfort you.”

Then, Crystal looked at the two male assistants behind her.

They quickly understood her instruction and then put down the big box in their
hands. They took out all kinds of cold drinks and snacks from the box and handed
them to the crew.

“Help yourselves, everyone. This is a little gift frommy boyfriend and me. If it’s
not enough, I’ll get someone to send

more here.”

Crystal had an elegant and generous smile on her face, and she lazily played with
the hair hanging from her collarbone.

Then, the exhausted crew all rushed over to get the cold drinks and snacks.

Her eyes swept across every part of the set and stopped somewhere
immediately.

Even it was just a side face, she could recognize that the person was Elaine!
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What was going on? Why was she here? Why did she wear vintage suit with
makeup! Did she play any role in the play?
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Thinking of this, Crystal felt her breath paused, and her body became stiff. She
pointed at Elaine and asked a staff, “Who is that woman?”

The staff followed in the direction as she opened the snack bag, “She’s the
actress of Barbie Saffel in the The Arrival of the Empress. It seems that her name
is Elaine.”

Then, Crystal saw Elaine walked towards the dressing room after talking to the
director.

Crystal followed her in a hurry with a sense of astonishment.

The actress of Barbie Saffel? Impossible! She got this role secretly. But then, she
changed another role because ZC Entertainment, the biggest investor, asked for
it.

How could Elaine get this role?

With the question, she suddenly remembered what Tim said yesterday at the
opening ceremony, “This time, I didn’t invite a newly-famous stars in the
entertainment business.”

Not in the entertainment business, not a newly-famous star, which meant…

“Sit down. I’ll apply some blush to your cheeks. You’ll look like a fairy when
photographing”

“Thank you for your magical hand”

The makeup artist had a good impression of her. Although they had known each
other for less than two hours, they were chatting and joking together.

“Click!”

Atall figure entered the dressing room.

Elaine looked up and found a familiar face with furious eyes.

A trace of surprise flashed through Elaine’s eyes.

How could she be so unlucky? How could she always meet this model?

“Miss Talty.” The makeup artist greeted her politely.

However, Crystal ignored the makeup artist, but fixed her eyes on Elaine, in
which her rage was roaring.

“Elaine, you’re really capable!”



Sure enough, Crystal was picking a fight against her.

The makeup artist felt confused and gradually realized that the atmosphere was
strange.

Elaine didn’t want to bear the attack. She sat still and replied with a lazy tone,
“You’re really good at joking. I’m not as capable as you.”

Crystal clenched her hand and gritted her teeth, “How did you get this role? Do
you mean to snatch it fromme?”

Elaine raised her eyebrows, feeling that it was ridiculous, “Why will you think like
this?”

Did Crystal think she had used tricks to get this role? What a joke!

“This role should have belonged to me!”

Crystal stepped forward, like a beast. She even stressed every word and forgot to
keep her elegant manner.

Hearing this, Elaine remembered that when she came to the YW Group for an
audition, she met Chris and Crystal.

That day, she had reached an agreement with the director. However, in the
evening, she was informed that the role of Barbie Saffel had been taken by
someone else due to the request of an investor.

Now it seemed that that person was Crystal!

Moreover, Chris’s family company was one of the investors.

Thinking of this, a sneer appeared on Elaine’s lips.

That explained a lot! It was really chilling.

“You can’t deny! You stole my role because you’re jealous!”

Crystal declared in a firm voice, as if Elaine had already been convicted of crime.

“You knowwho’s the thief.”

Elaine stood up to face her vicious gaze. She was still dressed in Barbie Saffel’s
outfit, and her words and actions carried a sense of calmness, which made her
look like the image of Barbie Saffel in the novel.

“You, don’t slander me!”



Crystal raised her hand and wanted to slapped Elaine across her face.

Seeing this, Elaine swiftly grabbed her wrist.

The two hands almost got still in mid-air. In fact, theywere silently wrestle with
each other.

Crystal never knew that Elaine, who used to be gentle and delicate when facing
Chris, would take such a firm hand.

It seemed that she didn’t know Elaine enough before. Elaine was a wild cat with
her claws hidden.

“Miss Talty, there are surveillance cameras in the dressing room. As a rising
model of the Phoenix ShadowMedia, it might hurt your reputation if you slapped
me.”

Elaine gave an easy smile, which was like a knife that stabbed Crystal’s red eyes
that were filled with anger and resentment

The next moment, she shook off Elaine’s hand and picked up an ashtray to hit
Elaine.

Elaine blocked her face immediately.

The makeup artist was too shocked to make any reaction.

“Stop! Crystal Talty!”

A female voice suddenly appeared in chaos.

Hearing this, Crystal stopped her action and turned around.

When Elaine saw the person clearly, her eyes got bright.

June Jasmine, the author of the The Arrival of the Empress, came here today!

“June!”

Crystal stunned and put the ashtray back.

That day, after negotiating with Chris and the director, she met June on her way
back. At that time, Chris had greeted June.

June wore an elegant and retro dress, while her face wasn’t over decorated. She
only reddened her lips, which made her looked fair and arresting.



“You, a model of Phoenix ShadowMedia, have made lots of fuss. Do you want to
bring shame to the whole set?”

June said with a serious expression.

Crystal got frozen, “I don’t mean to do that. I just…”

Before she could finish speaking, June interrupted her, “I have heard your
conversation just now. You don’t need to

think about whether this role has been preordained. I can tell you, both you and
Elaine have eligible acting skills. Even if the ZC Entertainment has preordained
this role for her, she deserves it. As you can see, Elaine is suitable for this role
than anyone else.”

“Oh, really?”

Crystal’s expression exposed her suspicion, but she had to withdrew her
arrogance
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She looked at Elaine, who had an indifferent expression on the side, and
squeezed out a sentence stiffly and coldly, “Then I wish Miss Curd could
successfully be in and stay long in the entertainment circle.”

With that, she walked out of the dressing room angrily, and it became quiet
again.

“Miss Jasmine, thank you.” Elaine came to her senses and thanked June sincerely.

“It’s necessary to protect the actors of our own crew.”

June answered casually, the stern look on her face disappeared completely, and
she looked at Elaine.

Then, she withdrew her gaze, picked up her lipstick and a small mirror to add
some makeup, and said, “You are really suitable for the role of Barbie. It seems
that Thomas has made a rational decision this time. He is finally not brainless. I
hope you can do it well.”
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“Thank you. I won’t let you down.”

Elaine was happy to get some recognition from June, but who was she talking
about?

Thinking of this, Elaine couldn’t help but ask, “Who is Thomas?”

June put away the mirror and lipstick, and she sneered, “Don’t pretend to be
stupid. We know very well about how you get this role”

June, who had been friendly for a second, was now like a rose that could pierce
people invisibly.

Hearing what she said, Elaine was even more confused.

“Don’t look at me like that. Do you want me to make it more clear? You got the
role because you were chosen by ZC Entertainment. As the president, Thomas
could easily help you get this role.”

After that, June glanced at her contemptuously and walked out of the dressing
room, leaving Elaine standing there in astonishment.

ZC Entertainment? That’s a big company! She didn’t know anyone in ZC
Entertainment, and she never contacted people there.

Why did the president of that company know about her and point her to play the
role of Barbie?

All this was too incredible!

In an underground parking lot.

A beautiful figure gracefully walked to a cool silver Porsche with her high heels.
She opened the door and sat in.

Just as she was about to start the car and leave the parking lot, the phone in the
passenger seat suddenly rang.

She glanced sideways at the caller ID and reached out to pick up her phone.

“Hey, brother, you’re finally willing to call me back.”

“I’ve been busy lately. I just thought that of to call you.” A deep male voice came
from the other side of the phone.

June leaned lazily against the driver’s seat, raised her hand to turn on the music
in the car, and then said slowly, “How is it? Did you go to the PT Club Auction last
night to bid my book?”



“I was about to, but there was a competitor.”

“A competitor? Really? Who in your upper class would read a woman’s novel?”

Since she felt that no one would buy her book, she asked her brother to buy it so
that it wouldn’t be the only thing that no one liked to bring it home.

However, now she was a little surprised to hear what her brother said.

“He was a crazy competitor. That person seemed to like your book a lot. Every
time he added to the price, I did too. In the end, the price reached 10 million
dollars, so I gave up. It seemed that he was not only a crazy person but also
fanatical loyal reader.”

“Ten million dollars?”

June’s eyes widened in disbelief.

She was not famous to the extent that someone would spend ten million dollars
on one of her works, not to mention that the book was written several years ago.

“I’ve asked someone to check about him. I only know that he is surnamed Tort.”

“Tort?”

June murmured, then her eyes were widened in joy as if she had thought of
something.

Could it be Issac Tort, the president of the Prosperous Group?!

It seemed that he was interested in her, wasn’t he? Otherwise, why would he
spend 10 million dollars to buy her work?

Yesterday afternoon, was the car that she saw at the entrance of the YJ Hotel his?
He knew she would be there, so he secretly went to see her!

Thinking of this, June was so excited.

In fact, she also liked him very much. Just when she met him for the first time,
when she saw his phoenix eyes, she fell in love with him immediately.

“Hey, I’m talking to you. Are you deaf?”

The deep male voice pulled her thoughts back.

“Ah, I’m sorry. I was just thinking about something else. What’s wrong? What’s
the matter?” June asked.



“I said, Mom and Dad asked you to come home this weekend and meet the son of
the Zampino family.”

“I don’t have time! You know my work has been remade into a TV series and I
have to run to the production teammost of the time. I have something else to do.
I’ll hang up first.”

June knew that her parents were setting up a blind meet for her.

Now that she had someone she liked, she would not listen to her parents to meet
a man as obediently as before.

Thinking of that handsome face, June unconsciously raised a silly smile, then
quickly started the car and drove away from the underground parking lot.

On the top floor of the Prosperous Mansion.

“Are you asking our ZC Entertainment to sign Elaine, the girl you mentioned last
time?”

Thomas, in a white shirt and black pants, leaned lazily on the sofa in the
president’s office. He did not look like a leader in the entertainment circle at all.

“Yes.”

Issac sat at his desk and carefully flipped through the contract on the desk.

Thomas narrowed his eyes with interest. “I know that the Prosperous Group
invests in ZC Entertainment, but it doesn’t mean that we will accept all kinds of
people you recommend. At least let me see a photo.”

He was really curious about Elaine. How could Issac take the initiative to do such
a thing for her?

If he hadn’t been so busy recently, he would have investigated Elaine.

Issac glanced over and replied coldly, “She was the girl you saw just now on the
computer.”

“What?”

Hearing this, Thomas sat up straight and lit up the computer screen again. It was
still where he had been browsing

half an hour ago, a report about the most beautiful and elegant woman this year
with six photos below.



This was indeed what he had seen just now. At that time, he said that the woman
was very beautiful and even joked that the photos must be photoshopped, but
Issac Tort ignored him.

Thomas could not hide his shock. He picked up the computer and walked to his
desk, facing the screen to Issac.

“Is this beauty on this report Elaine?”
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Glancing up, Issac replied coldly, “Yes.”

Thomas suddenly laughed out. “I didn’t expect you to like this type. She looks
innocent.”

Issac’s eyes narrowed and he said concisely, “Choose her. Give her the best agent.
A woman agent.”

les narrov

Vomar

Thomas made a helpless gesture. “Mr. Tort, you know there are a lot of beauties
on the Internet. But in real life, they don’t look pretty, to say the least. Ifl
employed her rashly, my company would be ruined.”

As soon as Thomas finished speaking, Issac suddenly handed him a photo and said,
“This photo can make you shut up, right?”

Thomas looked at it. It was a photo of a man and a woman with a red background.
The picture was not processed by Photoshop.

Thomas nodded in agreement. “Well, there’s really no difference between her in
real life and her in pictures. She was beautiful.”

After saying that, Thomas seemed to have realized something. The next moment,
his eyes widened in horror, looking at the two small red certificates in front of
him in disbelief.

“This is the photo on your marriage certificate?!”
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“Yes.”

Issac calmly took back the marriage certificates, putting them back in the drawer.

Thomas did not recover from the shock. “Are you kidding me? You married this
woman!?”

“Yes.”

Issac picked up a pen and quickly signed his name on the contract.

Hearing his succinct answer, Thomas became very angry. “You secretly got
married but you didn’t tell me, your good brother this until now!?”

Ignoring his words, Issac repeated what he said. “Choose her. Sign the
employment contract”

“Okay, okay. I’m signing it.”

Thomas was really helpless.

“When she acts a few days later, I’ll go to meet her with the contract, okay?”

“I’ll go with you,” spoke as he signed the contract.

“Aren’t you going to tell me what happened between you and the woman?”
Thomas was extremely curious about what happened between Issac and Elaine
since Issac told him that he had got married.

“Nothing special. She’s the one I’ve been looking for.”

As soon as Issac finished speaking, the telephone on his desk suddenly rang, “Mr.
Tort, there is a Miss Jasmine who said she was your friend in the reception on the
first floor. She wanted to see you.”

“I don’t know her. I won’t see her.”

Issac said this without hesitation.

Before the receptionist said something, Thomas immediately interrupted, “Wait
a minute! Ask what her full name is.”

“Okay.”

After a while, the receptionist said, “Mr. Tort, her full name is Irene Jasmine.”



Irene Jasmine, with her pseudonym being June Jasmine, was a young novelist.
Her family owned the Jasmine Group. The Jasmine family had a close relationship
with the Larney family for generations.

Hearing that, Thomas knew who Miss Jasmine was. He then said, “Let her in.”

“Okay.”

The receptionist hung up after that.

Issac narrowed his beautiful eyes unhappily. “It seems that you really want to
have my position.”

He said he wouldn’t see her. Thomas must let that woman in on purpose.

Thomas smiled, shaking his head. “No, no, no, I prefer my position in ZC
Entertainment. There are many beautiful women surrounding me. ZC
Entertainment is much better. I see few women in your company.”

Issac sneered and retorted directly, “Don’t get sick.”

Thomas raised his eyebrows disapprovingly. “You’re really malicious! Don’t worry.
I have adopted a lot of measures to protect myself. No accident has ever
happened. But I’m worried about you. Don’t hold your desire so hard. Your hands
must have had a hard time these years.”

“Thank you so much for caring about me. I’m married now. My hands can retire.”
Issac replied with his expression unchanged.

“Your wife looks slender…”

“Knock, knock, knock.”

Before Thomas could finish speaking, a knock on the door interrupted their
sarcasm against each other.

“Come in.”

Thomas called out as if he was the boss of this place.

The next moment, the office door was pushed open. A beautiful woman walked
in with elegant steps.

When June saw the tall figure sitting in front of the desk, she smiled shyly.

Before she could say anything, Thomas, who was sitting on the sofa, raised his
hand lazily, greeting her first, “Hi. Great writer.”

June was slightly dazed. “Thomas, why are you here?”



Stretching, Thomas closed the computer and stood up. “This is my good brother’s
office. Is it unusual for me to be here?”

June smiled awkwardly. “I, I didn’t mean that.”

Thomas walked to the coffee machine, helping Issac to serve the guest. “Please
sit down. What brings you here? Is there anything that you need Issac’s help
with?”

“No. I was just… passing by, so I came for a visit.” Elegantly tucking the hair that
was hanging beside her cheeks behind her ears, June sat down on the sofa.

Why did the man keep silent since she came in?

She had come to him. Why was he so reserved and didn’t take the initiative?

“Here you are.”

Thomas handed June a cup of hand-made coffee.

“Thank you.” Holding the coffee cup, June took a sip. Then she looked at Issac,
who was still sitting at his desk, asking, “Mr. Tort, why don’t you come over to sit
down and chat with us for a while?”

“No, thank you.”

Issac refused blankly.

Thomas shrugged his shoulders. “Leave him alone. He is a workaholic. He hasn’t
stopped working since I came here

this afternoon.”

“It’s evening. Why don’t we find a place to have dinner together?” June
suggested.

She came here to invite Issac to dinner.

Thomas nodded. “Okay. You can choose the restaurant.”

“What about Mr. Tort?” June tried to talk to Issac again.

“Sorry, I’m not going. I’m used to eating at home.”

He refused again…

June’s mouth twitched, but she replied with her expression unchanged, “Okay.”



He didn’t take a hint!

(At night)

In the female dormitory of HY Movie Academy, Elaine, who had been on the set
all afternoon, lay on the bed tiredly.

Thinking of what June said, Elaine got confused.

She went for the audition, but she lost the role because of Crystal. However, the
next day she received the news that she had passed the audition.

What the hell was going on? Why did ZC Entertainment choose her to act in the
role? She was just a z-list actress who had just entered the entertainment
industry? And she didn’t know Thomas at all.

She could still remember the sneer of June and the contemptuous look June
gave her when June left.

“Alas!”

“Oh, why is the great beauty sighing?”

Eva, who had just come out of the bathroom,joked
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Hearing this, Elaine suddenly sat up from the bed. “Did you see those photos
too?”

By noon, the original post had been deleted.

“Uh-huh.”

Eva handed her the phone.

The next moment, Elaine wailed with her phone, then fell straight on the bed.

Unexpectedly, some netizens had already saved those photos! (This novel will be
daily updtaed at )After finding out that the photos were deleted on the original
Twitter, these netizens uploaded them by themselves.
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She became worried that the whole school would probably know about it in two
days.

“Okay, give the phone back to me.”

Eva took the phone back from her hand, paused, and continued, “I think it’s great.
You’ve increased your exposure, and there are many choices for you.”

Elaine sighed helplessly. “Before these photos were released, I was already
chosen by the crew of the Arrival of the Empress. I really don’t like this kind of
exposure.”

“Beep, beep, beep.”

As soon as she finished speaking, her phone suddenly rang.

Elaine picked up her phone and swiped the answer button without looking at it.
“Hello.”

“What are you doing now?” A cold and magnetic male voice came into her ears.

She had goosebumps on her arm. “In the dormitory.”

The voice was so wonderful.

“Did you eat on time today?”

“Yes.”

As she spoke, she walked to the door of the dormitory. After confirming that no
one was there, she said, (This novel will be daily updtaed at )”I put on a set of
clothes at your place. If I have time to meet you in a few days, I will return the
clothes to you, but shall I pay cash for the personal clothes?”

“No need to return them. Those were originally prepared for you.”

Elaine was bemused. “But that dress should be very expensive, right?..”

Issac said, “Okay, either give them all back to me or keep them all. You have only
the two choices.”

Elaine was speechless.

Time passed quickly and it was finally the day when she was about to film her
part.

These days, she spent most of her time study the script and sometimes went to
her teacher, Leopold, for advice.



After arriving at the set on time, she was immediately asked to put on makeup
and change her clothes.

After a while, she came out of the dressing room.

Just like that day, she wore the same outfit and makeup, with a unique aura
hidden in her beauty.

“Elaine, remember to smile to the right camera. This shoot is especially important!
It will be edited and put in the trailer.”

Before it, Tim reminded Elaine again.

“Okay, I see.” Elaine nodded seriously.

“Okay. Start.”

“She looks good. She’s really a beauty.”

In the unobstructed aisle on the second floor of the set, two men in suits and
leather shoes stood side by side,(This novel will be daily updtaed at ) their eyes
falling on Elaine, who was seriously acting the scene of looking back.

“I won’t go with you later. Remember not to tell her anything about me.”

Issac reckoned if Elaine knew that all these things were done by him, she would
be unhappy.

He was hiding in the dark to help her secretly pave the road ahead.

Thomas put out his cigarette and shrugged helplessly. “Okay, I see. I really don’t
understand why you care so much about her.”

Issac did not respond, his eyes still fixed on Elaine, who was showing off
confidently in front of the camera.

Elaine was his beloved, who liked acting, so he would support her.

There was a dark side to the entertainment industry, but he would not let her
experience all kinds of dark inside. What he had to do was to clear the obstacles
and pave the way for her.

After three shots, although Elaine was a little tired, she still stood behind Tim,
watching the scenes she had just taken.

Fortunately, Tim, who was always picky, stated that all three scenes had passed.

Elaine finally relaxed from her tense.



Seeing other actors being around by their managers and assistants, she stood
alone among them, looking especially lonely and different.

“Mr. Waldow! Mr. Waldow!”

A staff member, unable to hide his nervousness and joy, quickly ran to Tim.

Tim paused his conversation with the others and asked impatiently, “What’s the
matter?”

“Mr. Waldow, Mr. Larney, the biggest investor of the Arrival of the Empress is
coming!”

As soon as he finished speaking, the people around burst into excitement.

Tim’s eyes flashed with surprise. “Really? Where is he?”

“Here.”

A magnetic male voice sounded slowly.

A tall young man walked into the set surrounded by a group of staff and
assistants.

“Mr. Larney!”

Tim quickly walked up to him and shook hands. “You’re welcome, Mr. Larney. It’s
really a big surprise for us.”

“It’s been a few days since the Arrival of the Empress started shooting, (This
novel will be daily updtaed at )so I thought I would come over and visit everyone
since I was free today. Leave me alone, and keep doing your own things.”

As he said this, Thomas looked around restlessly as if he was looking for
something.

After failing to find the target, he turned to his assistant and said, “Send the
drinks and fruits to everyone.”

“Yes.”

“Thank you, Mr. Larney!”

Hearing that there was something to eat, everyone gathered around. Thomas
took advantage of this to search for that figure.

However, he found nothing.



“By the way, Mr. Waldow, where’s Elaine, who plays Barbie Saffel?” Thomas
asked.

“Oh, she’s…”

As Tim spoke, he looked around the set. Finally, his eyes fell on Elaine, who was
eating bread in the corner.

“Right there!”

After that, everyone looked in the direction Tim pointed.

Noticing that many eyes were on her, Elaine looked up with half a loaf in her
mouth.

She wondered why everyone went there.

The next moment, a tall man walked out of the crowd and strode in the direction
of her.

Seeing in astonishment the man walked over with four black male assistants,
Elaine swallowed the bread hard.

Soon, Thomas stopped in front of Elaine, reaching out a hand friendly when he
was close enough to confirm that she was the little woman who appeared on
Issac’s marriage certificate. “Hello, I’m Thomas from the ZC Entertainment.”

Facing this sudden scene, Elaine was a little at a loss. “Hello.”

“Well, I think you are good in all aspects and have great potential in acting. We
are interested in signing you as an artist in our company, but how about you?”

He maintained a very kindly and friendly smile.

He was waiting for her answer.
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